
fun factsfun facts

shedding light on astronomyshedding light on astronomy



do you know?do you know?

Twinkle, twinkle, little star,Twinkle, twinkle, little star,

How I wonder what you are!How I wonder what you are!

Up above the world so high,Up above the world so high,

Like a diamond in the sky!Like a diamond in the sky!

Twinkle, twinkle, little star,Twinkle, twinkle, little star,

How I wonder what you are!How I wonder what you are!



Yukon children learnYukon children learn

Twinkle Twinkle twinkletwinkle northern lightsnorthern lights

shimmer in the arctic nightshimmer in the arctic night

up above the clouds so highup above the clouds so high

green blue ribbons in the skygreen blue ribbons in the sky

twinkle twinkle twinkletwinkle northern lightsnorthern lights

sparkle in your dreams tonightsparkle in your dreams tonight



did you know?did you know?

�� The Starry NightThe Starry Night by by 

Vincent van GoghVincent van Gogh

�� completed in 1889completed in 1889

�� he repositioned he repositioned UrsaUrsa

Major from the north Major from the north 

in an earlier painting in an earlier painting 

to the southto the south



did you know?did you know?

�� Canadian professional Canadian professional 

astronomers use the astronomers use the 

CanadaCanada--FranceFrance--Hawaii Hawaii 

observatory observatory 

�� 3.6 3.6 metremetre telescopetelescope

�� summit of Mauna Kea,summit of Mauna Kea,

elevation 4,200 meterselevation 4,200 meters



let it SNOlet it SNO

�� Sudbury Neutrino Sudbury Neutrino 

ObservatoryObservatory

�� measures flux, measures flux, 

energy, and direction energy, and direction 

of electronof electron--neutrinos neutrinos 

produced in the Sunproduced in the Sun

�� largest detector in the largest detector in the 

worldworld



did you know?did you know?

�� Helen Sawyer HoggHelen Sawyer Hogg

�� prolific researcher of prolific researcher of 

globular clustersglobular clusters

�� wrote Toronto Star wrote Toronto Star 

astronomy column, astronomy column, 

from from 19511951 to to 19819811



did you know?did you know?

�� Tom BoltonTom Bolton

�� University of Toronto, University of Toronto, 

in 1972, while in 1972, while 

researching researching 

Cygnus XCygnus X--11

�� discovered the first discovered the first 

black holeblack hole



did you know?did you know?

�� team members from team members from 

Canada, France, and Canada, France, and 

USAUSA

�� discovered a recorddiscovered a record--

breaking black holebreaking black hole

�� located nearlylocated nearly

13 billion light years 13 billion light years 

from Earthfrom Earth



itit’’s a long ways a long way

�� it takes 8 minutes it takes 8 minutes 

for light from the Sunfor light from the Sun

to reach Earthto reach Earth

�� driving a vehicle driving a vehicle 

100 km/h (62 mph) 100 km/h (62 mph) 

for 24 hours a dayfor 24 hours a day

would take would take 

171 years171 years

Are we 

there yet?



quiet, pleasequiet, please

�� there is no soundthere is no sound

in spacein space……



Jupiter likes beer?Jupiter likes beer?

�� one Jupiter one Jupiter ““dayday”” is is 

10 hours10 hours

�� it spins so fast, it spins so fast, 

it's oblateit's oblate

�� it bulges at the it bulges at the 

equatorequator



floating in space?floating in space?

�� Saturn has a density Saturn has a density 

of 0.7 g/cmof 0.7 g/cm33

�� it would float in waterit would float in water

�� if you could find a if you could find a 

glass big enoughglass big enough……



speedspeed

�� International International 

Space Station Space Station 

moves fastmoves fast

�� 27,800 km/h27,800 km/h

(17,200 mph)

�� so it doesnso it doesn’’t t 

fall to the fall to the 

Earth!Earth!



Mars factsMars facts

�� EarthEarth’’s diameter:s diameter:

12,80012,800 km km (7,800 mi)

�� the Moon:the Moon:

3,500 km 3,500 km (2,200 mi)

�� Mars:Mars:

6,800 km 6,800 km (4,200 mi)

these are the correctthese are the correct

relative sizerelative size



Mars factsMars facts

�� our distance from Sun:our distance from Sun:

150,000,000150,000,000 kmkm

(93,000,000 mi)

�� Mars from Sun:Mars from Sun:

228,000,000 km 228,000,000 km 

(142,000,000 mi)

�� the Moon from us:the Moon from us:

384,000 km384,000 km

(200,000 mi)



Mars factsMars facts

�� Earth orbits Sun Earth orbits Sun 

faster than Marsfaster than Mars

�� Mars grows larger Mars grows larger 

in the sky every 26 monthsin the sky every 26 months

�� itit’’s never as big as Moons never as big as Moon

�� next closest approach isnext closest approach is

24 December 200724 December 2007

Moon at 50x

Mars at 50x



energizeenergize

�� Captain Kirk never said Captain Kirk never said 

"Beam me up, Scotty."Beam me up, Scotty.““

�� exactlyexactly……



Canada in spaceCanada in space

�� Marc Marc GarneauGarneau

�� born inborn in

QuQuéébec Citybec City

�� first Canadian first Canadian 

astronaut in spaceastronaut in space

�� Shuttle Mission 41Shuttle Mission 41--G G 

in 1984in 1984



Canada in spaceCanada in space

�� Roberta Roberta BondarBondar

�� born in born in 

Sault St. MarieSault St. Marie

�� first Canadian woman first Canadian woman 

in spacein space

�� aboard Discoveryaboard Discovery

in 1992 in 1992 



our active astronautsour active astronauts

�� backback

�� Chris Chris HadfieldHadfield

�� Dave WilliamsDave Williams

�� BjarniBjarni TryggvasonTryggvason

�� frontfront

�� Robert Robert ThirskThirsk

�� Julie PayetteJulie Payette

�� Steve MacLeanSteve MacLean



speedspeed

�� New Horizons New Horizons 

space probe space probe 

is the fastest is the fastest 

vehicle wevehicle we’’ve ve 

sent from sent from 

EarthEarth

�� 20.3 km/s or20.3 km/s or

73,000 km/h73,000 km/h

(45,400 mph)



itit’’s full of starss full of stars

�� the unaided eye, the unaided eye, 

from the ground,from the ground,

looking up,looking up,

from a dark site, from a dark site, 

can see 3,000 to can see 3,000 to 

3,500 stars3,500 stars

Wow.



camera vs. eyescamera vs. eyes

�� regular SLR with regular SLR with 

50mm lens50mm lens

�� 1000 ASA film1000 ASA film

�� 20 second exposure20 second exposure

�� sees 10 times as sees 10 times as 

many starsmany stars

click!



did you know?did you know?

Astronomy compels the soul to look Astronomy compels the soul to look 

upwards and leads us from this world to upwards and leads us from this world to 

another.another.

Plato (427 BC Plato (427 BC -- 347 BC)347 BC)

The RepublicThe Republic



see with binocularssee with binoculars

�� planetary motionplanetary motion

�� seven planetsseven planets

�� lunar eclipseslunar eclipses

�� dozens of lunar cratersdozens of lunar craters

�� moons of Jupitermoons of Jupiter

�� solar eclipses solar eclipses [CAUTION!][CAUTION!]

�� sunspots sunspots [CAUTION!][CAUTION!]

�� details of constellationsdetails of constellations

but wait, there’s more…

Incredible.



see with binoculars (contsee with binoculars (cont’’d)d)

�� star clouds of Milky Waystar clouds of Milky Way

�� dozens of double starsdozens of double stars

�� dozens of variable starsdozens of variable stars

�� dozens of star clustersdozens of star clusters

�� several galaxiesseveral galaxies

�� several nebulasseveral nebulas

�� bright asteroidsbright asteroids

�� bright cometsbright comets

Hello!

Over here!

They’re 

not 

listening…



see with an 8see with an 8”” telescopetelescope

�� 100 globular clusters100 globular clusters

�� 700 open star clusters700 open star clusters

�� 100 emission nebulas100 emission nebulas

�� 50 reflection nebulas50 reflection nebulas

�� 100 dark nebulas100 dark nebulas

�� 500 planetary nebulas500 planetary nebulas

�� 5 or 6 supernovas5 or 6 supernovas

�� 4,000 galaxies!4,000 galaxies!



size matterssize matters

�� Keck I and Keck I and 

Keck II are Keck II are 

the largest the largest 

telescopestelescopes

�� 10 10 metremetre

apertureaperture

�� each mirror is each mirror is 

36 separate 36 separate 

segmentssegments



consider consider 

““Not owning a telescope should not Not owning a telescope should not 

prevent anyone from enjoying astronomy.prevent anyone from enjoying astronomy.””

Terence Dickinson & Alan DyerTerence Dickinson & Alan Dyer

The Backyard Astronomers GuideThe Backyard Astronomers Guide


